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European Regulatory Science on Tobacco: Policy implementation to reduce lung diseases

De 2016-01-01 à 2018-12-31, projet clôturé | EUREST-PLUS Site web

Détails concernant le projet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coût total:</th>
<th>Sujet(s):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contribution de l'UE:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR 2 325 545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordonné à/au(x)/en:</td>
<td>Régime de financement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>RIA - Research and Innovation action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objectif

Smoking and other forms of tobacco consumption are considered the single most important cause of preventable morbidity and premature mortality worldwide. Efforts to reduce the devastation of tobacco-related deaths and illness in the EU consist of the Tobacco Products Directive (TPD), and the ongoing implementation of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC). The main objective of EUREST-PLUS is to monitor and evaluate the impact of the TPD within the context of FCTC ratification at an EU level. Our 4 specific objectives hence are: 1) To evaluate the psychosocial and behavioral impact of TPD implementation and FCTC implementation, through the creation of a longitudinal cohort of adult smokers in 6 EU MS (Germany, Greece, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Spain; total n=6000) in a pre- vs. post-TPD study design. 2) To assess support for TPD implementation through secondary dataset analyses of the Special Eurobarometer on Tobacco Surveys (SETS), cross-sectional surveys performed among 27,000 adults in all 28 EU MS, before the TPD is implemented and to monitor progress in FCTC implementation in the EU over the past years through trend analyses on the merged datasets of the 2009, 2012 and 2015 SETS datasets (n=80,000). 3) To document changes in e-cigarette product parameters (technical design, labelling/packaging and chemical composition) following implementation of Article 20 of the TPD. 4) To enhance innovative joint research collaborations, through the pooling and comparisons across both other EU countries of the ITC Project (UK, NL, FR), and other non-EU countries . Tackling tobacco use is quintessential to reducing the impact of chronic NCDs, a topic EUREST-PLUS will stride to lead.

Informations connexes

Résumés de rapport

Periodic Reporting for period 1 - EUREST-PLUS (European Regulatory Science on Tobacco: Policy implementation to reduce lung diseases)
Coordinateur

EUROPEAN NETWORK FOR SMOKING PREVENTION
CHAUSSEE D’IXELLES 144
1050 BRUXELLES
Belgium

Contribution de l’UE: EUR 526 650

Activity type: Other
Contact the organisation

Participants

KING’S COLLEGE LONDON
STRAND
WC2R 2LS LONDON
United Kingdom

Contribution de l’UE: EUR 95 713,75

Activity type: Higher or Secondary Education Establishments
Contact the organisation

DEUTSCHES KREBSFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM HEIDELBERG
IM NEUENHEIMER FELD 280
69120 HEIDELBERG
Germany

Contribution de l’UE: EUR 118 812,50

Activity type: Research Organisations
Contact the organisation

UNIVERSITEIT MAASTRICHT
Minderbroedersberg 4-6
6200 MD MAASTRICHT
Netherlands

Contribution de l’UE: EUR 73 431,25

Activity type: Higher or Secondary Education Establishments
Contact the organisation

ETHNIKO KAI KAPODISTRIAKO PANEPISTIMIO ATHINON
6 CHRISTOU LADA STR
10561 ATHINA
Greece

Contribution de l’UE: EUR 193 375

Activity type: Higher or Secondary Education Establishments
Contact the organisation
ASOCIATA AER PUR ROMANIA
STREET ARGENTINA 35 SECTOR 1
011753 BUCURESTI
Romania
Contribution de l'UE: EUR 54 750
Activity type: Other
Contact the organisation

EUROPEAN RESPIRATORY SOCIETY
AVENUE SAINTE LUCE 4
1003 LAUSANNE
Switzerland
Contribution de l'UE: EUR 0
Activity type: Other
Contact the organisation

University of Waterloo
200 UNIVERSITY AVENUE WEST
N2L 3G1 WATERLOO
Canada
Contribution de l'UE: EUR 0
Activity type: Higher or Secondary Education Establishments
Contact the organisation

INSTITUT CATALA D'ONCOLOGIA
AV GRAN VIA DE L'HOSPITALET 199-203
08908 L'HOSPITALET DEL LLOBREGAT
Spain
Contribution de l'UE: EUR 92 125
Activity type: Research Organisations
Contact the organisation

DOHANYZAS VAGY EGESZSEG MAGYAR ALAPITVANY
FIUMEI 18/B IB IV LPH I 2
1044 BUDAPEST
Hungary
Contribution de l'UE: EUR 74 375
Activity type: Other
Contact the organisation
| Activity type: | Research Organisations |
| Contact the organisation |

| Activity type: | Higher or Secondary Education Establishments |
| Contact the organisation |

| Activity type: | Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments) |
| Contact the organisation |

PROMOCJA ZDROWIA - ZDROWIE ALBO TYTON FUNDACJA  
SOBIESKIEGO 110 M 7  
00 764 WARSZAWA  
Poland  
See on map  

**Contribution de l'UE:** EUR 55 375  

PANEPISTIMIO KRITIS  
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS GALLOS  
74100 RETHIMNO  
Greece  
See on map  

**Activity type:** Higher or Secondary Education Establishments  
Contact the organisation  

**Contribution de l'UE:** EUR 197 500  

KANTAR BELGIUM  
RUE DU MARAIS 49-53/3  
1000 BRUXELLES  
Belgium  
See on map  

**Activity type:** Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments)  
Contact the organisation  

**Contribution de l'UE:** EUR 843 437,50
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